Maths

PSHE and SEAL

In maths, we will be exploring:
 Identifying and classifying triangles
 Measuring angles
 Fractions
 Multiplication and Division using written
methods
 Different ways to measure and
converting measure
 Problem solving through word problems
 Time
We will continue to practise our times table
facts up to 12x12.

The PSHE topic for this term is
‘Going for Goals’, where children will
develop awareness of themselves as
learners and how they can improve
their learning experiences.

Ice Worlds
Year 4

Literacy
In literacy, we will focus on exploring the Titanic and
Shackleton stories through: non-chronological reports,
recounts, story and diary writing.
SPAG Focus:


Possessive and plural apostrophes



Speech marks



Simple, compound and complex sentences



Fronted Adverbials



Homophones



Exploring prefixes and suffixes which change
meaning

Spring Term

Key Text-Ice Trap by Meredith Hooper

History with Geography
Religious Education

Year 4 will be learning about two fantastic stories of
survival. We start the term discovering all about the

Why Christians followed Jesus? Why Christians

Titanic. During this topic, we focus on the influential
events leading up to the crash and its lasting legacy.
In the second half term, we will learn about the
Antarctic, including the polar race and Shackleton’s 1914
expedition on board the Endurance.

celebrate lent?

Science

Computing

Children will study:
Animals, digestion, teeth and

Net Searching - Understand how results are selected and
ranked by search engines

keeping warm, linking to our Ice
Worlds Topic.

P.E





Netball
Football
Gymnastics
Dance

Networks - Understand what servers are and how they
provide services to a network

D&T / Art
We will be designing, making

Music

and evaluating our own first,

Netw

second or third class Titanic

Understand what
servers are
and how
provide services
notation,
focusing
on they
tempo.

bedroom.

Exploring a range of composers’ work and aspects of

to a network

